Clear Air Methods – A Light Look
Identifying Clear Message Winners

#02

Sometimes gut instinct needs a little assistance deciding on which topics
will resonate and last. Sapio’s Clear Air Methodology marries together
the context that social media listening offers, with the validation of
people you actually want to influence.
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When to use Clear Air methods:
• Pitching
• Onboarding & planning

What the technique shows

• Campaign execution

Sapio’s Clear Air Methodology:
> Forecasts trending topics
> Identifies the ‘noisy’ places and messages to avoid
> Identifies where you can stay ahead of the
competition
> Informs engaging messaging strategies
> Overcomes the problem of echo chambers.

Benefits
Clear Air maps give you a wealth of information
on one concise slide. Knowing what your target
audience would like to hear about, and which
topics are seen as ‘fresh’ can help:
> Challenge established thinking

How it’s done
Sapio’s Clear Air maps are a simple
way of illustrating blended data sources.
This is how we usually do them:
> Firstly, you conduct a social listening exercise,
reviewing target topics posted on blogs, news sites,
conversations etc. As part of this, it is also useful
to identify if the topics are trending up or down
> Then we take the current topics and work up
a quantitative questionnaire covering them
in both the context of today and tomorrow
> We also add some new topics to the mix
> Then we ask the questions to the target market 300 responses are a minimum, but ideally 2,000
responses should be collected (if a B2C market)
> Once fieldwork is finished, the data is cleaned
and prepared for analysis

> Be a substitute for running stories past journalists
> Give you confidence in potentially breaking the mould
> Provide insight for content planning
> Help you really create a name as a ‘thought leader’.

Outcome/examples of technique use
Example of when Sapio’s Clear Air
maps can be used:
> A cloud storage company who’d traditionally sold
through third party vendors used it to develop its
messaging strategy when changing its strategy to
target the C-suite directly
> A fintech company wants to stand out as a thought
leader, and lead on topics which are of interest,
but sparsely covered – our Clear Air Methodology
identifies these exact content themes and subjects.

> Finally, the data is mapped to give you
your Clear Air topics.

We keep costs down by working
with you and the outputs of your own
social media or sentiment analysis tools.
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